Public Azure

Private Cloud

Hybrid Cloud

Colocation

Backed by advanced services:

�
MANAGED CLOUD
Assessment, Architecture,
Migration, Operation

i)

SECURITY
Information Security (lnfoSec)
Data Protection
Disaster Recovery (DR)

@

COMPLIANCE
HIPAA/HITECH,
PCI-DSS, IRS-1075,
SSAE 16

®

DEVOPS
DB Administration
Release Management
CICD

THE ATMOSERA DIFFERENCE
We will meet you where you want and need to be met
Our mantra is "we will meet you where you want and need to be met" along your cloud journey.
Businesses have different objectives, different approaches, and are at varying places along the
cloud curve. With our 20+ years of assessment, architecture, and deployment experience, we
leverage our engineering expertise, our reference architectures, and our consultative people skills
to identify where a company may be on the cloud curve, and what solution best suits them for
where they are now with an eye towards where they want to be.
Our process involves a thorough understanding of a company's strategy involving financial
objectives, business model, applications, use cases, data requirements, security posture,
compliance needs, and user profiles to architect the optimal solution that best meets their
objectives. Our process is efficient, iterative, and built to create understanding and trust.
Increased functionality and value
We have spent years building automation around our own IP against Azure and our private cloud
infrastructure. We have 1 5 reference architectures in Azure with hundreds of automations and
desired state configurations, and we also continue to build those elements into our private cloud
infrastructure. We are experts in public Azure, private cloud, and in hybrid infrastructures, with
our own automation/ IP built into the platform for increased functionality and value.
Improved operation
We have managed over 100 cloud environments across the hybrid plane worldwide. Clients can
rest assured that when we assess, architect, and deploy an environment for them, we engineer and
deploy it from the vantage of how it will operate. Atmosera understands how cloud environments
are designed and built, but also how they will perform under real-world operating scenarios.

''Atmosera provided the expertise to properly 9 ssess our needs, deploy the
Azure environments and now operates them 2.4x7 enabling our team to
focus on our business without worrying about our underlying systems."
- David Mccurley, Marketing, ATLANCO

